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We report an evaluation study of staff and students in tertiary IT courses delivered via a range of mixed modes. The range covers 100% online, 100% face to face (F2F) onshore and offshore, and both 50% and 75% online offshore. We address service expectations, learning approaches, and satisfaction levels by surveying student and staff priorities (e.g., quality academic material, email and assessment turnaround, F2F access to staff).

Our evaluation study precedes a marketing initiative targeting education providers onshore and offshore. We aim to inform their choices across the online/F2F delivery spectrum by explaining trade-offs (pedagogy, costing, resourcing, etc) from staff/student perspectives.

Based on survey responses, follow-up interviews, and student cohort characteristics, our main findings support: an inverse relationship between availability of a particular service in a mixed mode course and its priority to students; 100% online courses for mature age, working, independent learners, and 50% online (or less) courses for less mature, less independent learners instead of more expensive 100% F2F versions, and a difference in learning styles preferred by ‘Asian’ and ‘African’ students, which requires further research if cultural factors are to be included in marketing the most appropriate online/F2F mix.
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Introduction

We have previously described how 20 university level, 100% online information technology (IT) courses were cost effectively developed and delivered to over 7000 students since 1998 (Zuluaga, Morris, Fernandez, 2002). We later reported on the educational effectiveness of 100% online IT courses (Morris, Zuluaga, 2003) and a learning management model for mixed mode delivery using multiple channels (internet, intranet, CD, satellite TV) (Zuluaga, Morris, 2003). The latter African Virtual University (AVU) students study approximately 75% online (on campus). Another student cohort at RMIT University in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam, studies 50% online (on campus). Most of these mixed mode courses are derived from 100% face to face (F2F) courses offered on campus in the School of Computer Science (CS&IT) in RMIT University, Melbourne, Australia. Franchised versions of some of these courses are also delivered 100% F2F at Informatics in Singapore and Taylors College in Kuala Lumpur.

Now that many of our courses are delivered mixed mode, ranging from 0% online (100% F2F) to 100% online, we need to assess the effectiveness of our range of mixed delivery modes. This contributes to our quality assurance, course planning, course development, and course delivery processes. The true quality of a mixed mode course is not guaranteed simply by ISO certification of (course development) quality but also by course delivery operations (Chiazzese et al, 2004).

Here we report an evaluation study to assess students’ perceptions of the effectiveness of our courses delivered by a mixture of modes, ranging from almost 0% online (100% F2F) courses to 100% online courses (as defined in section 3). Beside students, stakeholders in this evaluation study include our teaching staff, course planners and course developers. All need to know which % online version of a course best suits a prospective learning environment, particularly at an offshore campus, possibly under a franchise agreement, and often with limited IT resources. In addition to educational effectiveness, course planners also consider cost effectiveness. Indeed, other stakeholders in this evaluation study include
higher management who need to market the most appropriate mix of F2F (on campus) and online (on or off campus) for prospective client educational institutions, commercial enterprises and government agencies.

Our evaluation study attempts to measure students’ service expectations, learning approaches, and degrees of satisfaction in our IT courses, as delivered via a range of mixed modes (from 0% online to 100% online). Our study covers the following student cohorts in IT degree programs; an additional AVU cohort comprised diploma students:

1. on campus (0% online) in the School of Computer Science and IT (CS&IT) at RMIT University in Melbourne, Australia,
2. on campus (100% online) in the School of Computer Science and IT (CS&IT) at RMIT University in Melbourne, Australia,
3. on campus (0% online) at Informatics, Singapore (RMIT accredited program),
4. on campus (0% online) at Taylors College, Kuala Lumpur (RMIT accredited program),
5. 100% online Open Learning Australia (OLA) students around Australia (onshore) and offshore studying IT courses provided by RMIT CS&IT,
6. mixed mode (50% online) RMIT University Vietnam (RU) students, and
7. mixed mode (75% online) African Virtual University (AVU) students at 4 campuses in sub-Saharan Africa (enrolled in the RMIT accredited Bachelor of Applied Science (Computer Science) program); an additional AVU cohort comprised diploma students.

At the end of each course delivered via (a) to (f), students and staff are asked to complete a course priority survey (Zuluaga, 2003a) – see Figure 1 in section 2. This survey asks that services provided during each course (eg. quality of academic material, email and assessment turnaround times, F2F access to staff) be ranked in order of importance. It is important to note that although the survey targets a particular course, the same course is generally available to each of the above cohorts ((a) to (g)). When we analyse survey responses across (a) to (g) in section 3, we are comparing responses across the modes of delivery for essentially the same course. Those students who completed more than one course by the same mode at the one time were instructed to complete one survey that ‘averaged’ their responses across these courses as delivered via that mode. Our earlier research (Morris, Zuluaga, 2003) found that students tended to average their responses across courses anyway, even when it was emphasised that we wanted to compare their responses between courses (delivered via the one mode).

The aim of the survey is then to provide an insight into students’ perceptions of what is most important to them in a course, as delivered via a particular mode (Pannan, McGovern, 2003). Staff are also asked to rank the same services in the order they consider most important to students doing a course via a particular mode. Our study covers the following staff cohorts:

8. on campus (0% online teaching) in the School of Computer Science and IT (CS&IT) at RMIT University in Melbourne, Australia,
9. on campus (100% online teaching) in the School of Computer Science and IT (CS&IT) at RMIT University in Melbourne, Australia, and
10. on campus (0% online teaching) at Taylors College, Kuala Lumpur (RMIT accredited program).

Our evaluation study is both summative, as it reflects on courses after delivery is completed, and formative, as it informs iterative course planning, development and delivery processes from the mode of delivery perspective (Phillips, 2003).

In section 2 we explain the design of our evaluation study. In section 3 we present the statistical analysis and our findings. Section 4 discusses issues raised by the findings, and we present our conclusions in section 5.

Evaluation study

Following our experience designing an eclectic evaluation study (Morris, Zuluaga, 2003) that used a range of methods based on the Learning centred Evaluation Framework of Phillips et al (Phillips, 2000), we limited the current evaluation study to the use of three methods:
1. a ranking survey intended for many respondents,
2. follow-up open ended interviews with a small number of selected respondents to clarify or refine specific findings, and
3. supplemental investigations of the characteristics of student and staff cohorts.

As our major evaluation tool we chose a ranking survey – a method not discussed in the otherwise comprehensive ‘Evaluation Cookbook’ (Hervey, 1998). Our reasons for using a ranking survey follow:

1. We anticipated a large number of respondents, at least from some cohorts, and spanning several venues, so we needed an objective and quantified evaluation tool. A ranking survey is even more straightforward to analyse than a (Likert) questionnaire, and processing can be automated (thanks to SPSS in our case – see section 3).

2. A ranking survey encourages respondents to think carefully about the degree of importance they attach to each service (aspect of learning) in a course. Typically there is a more complete response than with open ended questions where respondents have varying levels of interest. Some partially complete the survey; others respond inappropriately to some questions. With a ranking survey, each response is either complete or invalid. Respondents mostly bother because they really like / dislike at least one service (although we cannot rule out a donkey vote).

3. A ranking survey provides stakeholders with a quantitative degree of importance from each cohort for each service (aspect of learning). Since each cohort represents a specific mix of online course delivery, stakeholders can clearly channel future resources in the most desired directions to improve educational effectiveness as perceived by cohort. The cost effectiveness of more educationally effective courses can also be more accurately assessed.

Our course priority survey (Zuluaga, 2003a) lists 15 services or aspects of flexible learning, as shown in Figure 1 below. A definition of each service is included (Zuluaga, 2004). For example, ‘interactive quizzes’ include tests delivered online via WebLearn (Fernandez, 2001) – a standalone assessment tool developed at RMIT, or similar quiz facilities in WebCT and Blackboard. ‘FAQs’ comprise a “question bank of past queries provided to students for reference prior to posting queries or emailing staff for support”. ‘ICQ’ refers to “synchronous chat sessions mostly between students with occasional feedback from staff. Informal and optional”.

The survey instructions (Zuluaga, 2003b) ask that these services be ranked from highest priority (1) to lowest priority (15). No two services are to be given the same priority. The ordering of the services in the survey is alphabetical, as noted in the instructions. It is nevertheless impossible to rule out that the ordering influenced their ranking by respondents, as noted in our findings at the end of section 3.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect of Learning</th>
<th>Ranking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Academic Content</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Academic Examples</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Assignment Feedback</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Discussion Forums (Asynchronous)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Email Response Rate from Staff</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 FAQs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 ICQ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Initial Contact with Staff</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Interactive Quizzes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Learning Management System Friendliness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Minimal or no Network downtime</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Sample Exam Questions and Solutions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 Student Peer Support</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Text Books</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 Tutorial Questions and Tutor Feedback</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Course Code                                    |         |
| Course Name                                    |         |
| Date of course                                 |         |
| Number of Online / on campus Courses Studied   |         |

Figure 1: Course priority survey

We obtained the numbers of completed surveys from each of the staff and student cohorts shown in Table 1 below:
We analysed the survey responses as follows. For each cohort ((a) to (j)) we calculated the mean ranking M for each service listed in the survey, ie. M1 to M15. We checked each pair of cohorts (eg. (a) vs. (b)) for a linear relationship by first plotting on X,Y coordinate axes the pairs ((a)M1, (b)M1) through ((a)M15, (b)M15).

We calculated Pearson's Correlation Coefficient, r, for each cohort pair, assuming both variables (eg. (a) and (b)) are interval/ratio and approximately normally distributed, and their joint distribution is bivariate normal. r is a measure of the strength of the association between variables. r can vary from -1.0 to 1.0, where -1.0 is perfect negative (inverse) correlation, 0.0 is no correlation, and 1.0 is a perfect positive correlation. The t-test is used to establish if r is significantly different from zero, and, hence there is evidence of an association between variables (Campbell, Machin, 1999).

An absolute r value over 0.80 is considered a strong correlation, provided the associated t-test value is significantly low. A significance of 0.05 or 0.01 equates to 95% or 99% confidence level respectively. Correlation is a measure of association, not causation. No causal inference should be drawn from either strong or weak correlation. The ability to assign cause and effect depends on the creation of an experiment specifically designed to provide this kind of inference. We used follow-up interviews and investigation of cohort characteristics for this purpose.

Findings

We ran a straight analysis of the data collected from the evaluation surveys, and then ran the comparative data through SPSS to investigate correlations, as described in section 2. SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences) is a software package for performing data management, presentation and general statistical analyses (SPSS, 1999).

Before comparing cohorts experiencing different degrees of online course delivery, we firstly define ‘% online’ more accurately. For our purposes, ‘online’ and ‘F2F’ are at opposite ends of a single spectrum:

\[
% \text{ online} = 100 - % \text{ F2F}
\]

For example, 75% online = 25% F2F. Each percentage refers to the amount of the total course material delivered to students via that mode. Where material is delivered by one mode primarily, and the other mode secondarily, we only count the primary mode of delivery. For example, if online material is also the basis for a F2F tutorial, we only count the material in the % online.

SPSS Correlation data

AVU degree and AVU diploma students share the same courses and resources in the initial stages of their respective programs. Their surveys have a very strong positive correlation of 0.993, sig. = 0.000. For this reason we consider the AVU students form one cohort for the purposes of our evaluation study.

There is a strong positive correlation (0.865, sig. = 0.000) between the RUV and Informatics students’ priorities (cohorts f and c). Interestingly, these ‘Asian’ cohorts, compared with the above ‘African’ cohort (g), have quite different priorities. We believe there is some evidence that this difference could be in part
attributed to a culturally based difference in preferred learning styles. We discuss this further in sections 3.2 and 4.

There is also a strong positive correlation (0.824, sig. = 0.000) between the Informatics students’ and OLA students’ priorities (cohorts c and e). Both cohorts have a similar profile in that they tend to be mature age, independent learners, especially compared with the other cohorts in our study. Both cohorts include more full time workers than other cohorts, particularly workers in the IT industry. We assert their priorities are indicative of this profile, regardless of whether the students are on-campus in 100% F2F courses (Informatics) or in 100% online courses (OLA). This tentative conclusion was tested in follow-up interviews – see section 4.2.

There is a strong positive correlation (0.874, sig. = 0.000) between priority responses from RMIT on-campus staff and online OLA students (cohorts h and e). RMIT on-campus staff responses also have a strong positive correlation (0.809, sig. = 0.000) with the priorities of RMIT on-campus students (a). The latter correlation is expected, but the former correlation could suggest that the surveyed RMIT online staff are less in touch with their online students. We must however point out that all RMIT online staff are also on-campus staff, whereas relatively few RMIT on-campus staff are also online staff. We suspect survey responses from staff that teach both online and F2F (on-campus) may be confused. To test this concern, we discuss in section 4.2 interviews with staff that teach both online and on-campus at RMIT.

RMIT on-campus students have a medium to high positive correlation (0.798, sig. = 0.000) with the priorities of OLA students. We think this can be accounted for by similarities in their profiles. In particular, both cohorts (a and e) have fundamentally the same objectives – improve their education / get a degree, and hence improve their career prospects / get a higher salary / status. Admittedly, there are more mature age students in the OLA cohort. But perhaps more importantly, the previous academic achievements of the OLA cohort are on average less than for the mostly recent secondary school graduates in the RMIT on-campus cohort (Morris, Zuluaga, 2003). It may also be worth noting that both cohorts (a and e) are mostly ‘Australian’ domicile students, which could account for similar expectations of their chosen courses, whether on-campus (F2F) or online.

Interestingly, the only medium to high positive correlation (0.785, sig. = 0.001) for the Taylors students (Kuala Lumpur, cohort d) is with the Informatics students (Singapore, cohort c). This could be attributed to an ‘Asian’ preferred learning style (mentioned above), if one exists. Or it may be explained by similarities in the profiles of both cohorts (mature age, independent learners), although the Taylors cohort (d) has more students outside this profile. We discuss further investigation of this result in section 4.2.

Finally, there is a very strong correlation (0.935, sig. = 0.000) between Taylors staff (cohort j) priorities and those of RMIT on-campus staff (cohort h), and again (0.937, sig. = 0.000) with those of RMIT online staff (cohort i). This is to be expected, and provides an internal consistency check to raise confidence in the results of our evaluation study.

For completeness, we list the following medium positive correlations.

- RMIT on-campus staff (h) and Informatics students (c) – 0.782, sig. = 0.001
- RMIT on-campus staff (h) and RUV students (f) – 0.714, sig. = 0.003
- RMIT on-campus staff (h) and RMIT online staff (i) – 0.752, sig. = 0.001
- RUV (f) and AVU degree students (g) – 0.757, sig. = 0.001
- RUV (f) and AVU diploma students (g subset) – 0.737, sig. 0.002

Comparisons

On-campus online and off-campus online
In addition to the 191 RMIT on-campus students (cohort a) who completed 100% F2F (0% online) courses, another 14 students (cohort b) completed two or more courses online (on-campus). These 100% online courses are the same as for the 521 strong OLA off-campus cohort (e). Without attributing statistical confidence to the relatively small on-campus online cohort (b), we compare their averaged responses (Figure 2 below).
A donkey vote may discount the top 2 on-campus and 3 off-campus items (Academic Content, Academic Examples). Nevertheless, a high standard of academic content is a given for the learning materials we develop for all on-campus / online / mixed-mode cohorts.

‘Email response Rate from Staff’ and ‘assignment feedback’ are clearly the next highest priority for both off-campus (e) and on-campus (b) surveyed students. This has been the main priority of RMIT online staff from the outset, and it is gratifying to see evidence from students in support of this initiative and policy.

The remaining priorities differ between the on-campus (b) and off-campus (e) surveyed students. On-campus surveys rate the learning management system (LMS) and its features most important. Off-campus surveys rate the text book and sample exam most important.

We conjecture that:

1. on-campus surveyed students (b) are looking mostly at what a LMS can value add to their mostly F2F learning experience.
2. off-campus surveyed students (e) are looking mostly at what conventional teaching aids can value add to their mostly online learning experience.

AVU degree and diploma

The 54 strong AVU cohort (g) included 8 students enrolled in the diploma instead of the degree. Without attributing statistical confidence to the relatively small AVU diploma cohort (g subset), we compare their averaged responses (Figure 3 below).
A donkey vote may discount Academic Content and Academic Examples in the top 2 tiers. The AVU cohort responds more like the off-campus online cohort (e), for instance in rating the importance of ‘Text Books’ highly. However, the availability of text books is more likely an issue for AVU students than for most off-campus online students.

Interestingly, ‘Student Peer Support’ is top priority, whereas both on-campus (RMIT) and off-campus (OLA) cohorts (b and e) rate it very low. Anecdotal evidence from AVU students we personally met prior to startup of the RMIT computer science program indicated they lacked confidence in their teachers (Zuluaga, Morris, 2003). So the support of fellow students may still be seen by the AVU cohort (g) as a last resort – a conjecture we also attribute to some RMIT on-campus students. Alternatively, the importance of student peer support may be attributable to an ‘African’ preferred learning style, if one exists (see section 4.1).

**RMIT on-campus staff and RMIT online staff**

Without attributing statistical confidence to the relatively low numbers of RMIT on-campus staff (cohort h) and online staff (cohort i) surveys, we compare their averaged responses (Figure 4 below).

![Figure 4: RMIT on-campus versus online staff](image)

A donkey vote may discount the top 3 on-campus items (Academic Content, Academic Examples, Assignment Feedback). However, a high standard of academic content is a given for the learning materials we develop for all on-campus / online / mixed mode cohorts, so online staff may have taken the priority of these items more for granted. Nevertheless, ‘Email Response Rate from Staff’ is clearly the top priority of RMIT online staff, as stated above.

‘Tutorial Questions and Tutor Feedback’ and ‘Initial Contact with Staff’ are clearly the next highest priority for both RMIT on-campus (h) and online (i) surveyed staff. Of course the context is quite different for these two items on-campus and online. For RMIT online staff (i), we interpret the ‘Email Response ..’ item as the vehicle for demonstrating their 4th and 5th ranked priorities.

The remaining priorities for both RMIT on-campus (h) and online (i) surveyed staff are similar, with the exception of ‘Sample Exam Questions and Solutions’. Clearly RMIT on-campus surveyed staff (h) rate this item significantly higher than do RMIT online staff (i). If we factor in the higher priority given by RMIT on-campus staff (h) to ‘Academic Examples’, there is an on-campus emphasis on examples that is not apparent online. Why? The answer from our interviewed staff is that on-campus tutorials cannot focus on the current assignment beyond generalities. A particular student’s partial attempt can rarely be discussed in class. Instead a related example is dissected. If the online equivalent of a tutorial, albeit personalised, is an email interaction with one student, their partial attempt at the current assignment can be dissected in detail. We have discussed the educational effectiveness of these two approaches elsewhere (Morris, Zuluaga, 2003).

Finally, it is not surprising to see ‘Academic Content’ and ‘Academic Examples’ rank so highly with all students and staff. These two aspects of learning / services are listed 1st and 2nd respectively on the survey.
form, so there is the possibility of a donkey vote. Further, there is the possibility of perceived bias in the authors’ listing these two services 1st and 2nd, despite the ordering being purely alphabetical, as noted in the survey instructions. Hence, it is impossible to rule out that the ordering influences their ranking.

Discussion

Below we discuss our use of post survey interviews and supplemental investigations to a) clarify or refine findings, and b) confirm or refute conjectures and assertions in section 3.

Investigations

Learning styles: Africa and Asia

The AVU student cohort (both degree and diploma, cohort g) ranked ‘Student Peer Support’ as their top priority (1st). No other cohort ranked this aspect of learning higher than 9th out of 15, so we assert this result is significant. In section 3.1 we pointed out that the ‘Asian’ cohorts (c and d) have distinctly different priorities to the ‘African’ cohort (g) when it comes to aspects of learning or learning services. Advice from a teaching and learning advisor (international) at RMIT suggests Asian priorities could be explained by the Confucian teaching and learning framework and heritage (Lynch, 2004). Further advice, also corroborated by an international student advisor at RMIT (Marama, 2004), indicates there is no similarly accepted framework attributable to an African context. Indeed there is perhaps an even wider diversity of nations (56), religions, languages / dialects, tribes, ethnicity (110 ethnic groups in Tanzania alone), and histories of colonisation / imperialism (7 European colonial powers) than in the Asian context. Nevertheless, some experts on Africana argue there is a unique African culture, even way of thinking. They highlight a strong oral tradition (story telling), rich mythology, partly from superstition, even animism, and above all a powerful belief in communalism. They also allude to a preferred African learning style, for example “…African scholars’ prescriptions for Africa’s future focus on economic independence through educational processes that combine Western techno-economic theory and practice with the best of African sociocultural traditions” (Lassiter, 1999). Further to the point (Konadu, 2004) “Africana studies … should develop leadership competence in community and culture. Such a process and institution may have associations with non-African learning structures, but should be relatively self-sufficient and located in physical and psychic spaces that Africans identify and defend as theirs”.

Following on from section 3.2, we conjecture that the preferred learning style in an African culture is communal, collaborative, requiring each individual to participate in a collective effort, akin to osmosis. This could explain the importance of student peer support to the AVU cohort (g), at least in part. Further, any lack of confidence in themselves or their teachers, as mentioned in section 3.2, could be expected to increase the importance of peer support.

The AVU cohort (g) and its diploma subset ranked ‘Interactive Quizzes’ as respectively 2nd and 3rd priority. No other cohort ranked this aspect higher than 7th, so we assert this result is significant too. We conjecture that a lack of confidence can explain this result too, at least in part. The novelty factor of computerised interactive quizzes is also stronger for the AVU cohort (g) than for the others, where such quizzes have become familiar.

Online OLA students

A result the reader might not expect is that RMIT on-campus students (cohort a) ranked ‘Network Downtime’ as more important (6th) than the online (OLA) students (cohort e) did (12th). We think the explanation is that RMIT on-campus students (a) frequently complain about delays in getting their accounts and passwords to access the RMIT learning management system (LMS). Administrative processing via RMIT’s academic management system (AMS) is the heart of the problem, and is being remedied. In the meantime we believe on-campus students (a) pick ‘Network Downtime’ in the survey as the closest ‘service’ for their frustrations. In contrast, online (OLA) students (e) mostly access a different LMS, which is dedicated to them. Their enrolment and other administration also bypasses the AMS.

Online (OLA) students (e) ranked ‘Text Books’ as far more important (5th) than RMIT on-campus students did (13th). This is to be expected when the F2F experience on campus is not available to these online students. Interestingly, on-campus mixed mode (50% online) RUV students (cohort f) ranked
‘Text Books’ as top priority (1st). Text books are relatively more expensive in Vietnam than in many countries. And they are less readily available. Photocopies in breach of copyright are commonplace. The RUV ranking of this ‘service’ is indicative of this situation.

Online (OLA) students (e) ranked ‘sample exam questions and solutions’ as less important (7th) than ‘Text Books’ (5th). RMIT on-campus students (cohort a) ranked ‘Sample Exam Questions and Solutions’ far higher (3rd), and well above ‘Text Books’ (14th). Our previous research on the educational effectiveness of 100% online IT courses (Morris, Zuluaga, 2003) found that responsiveness of online tutors to queries emailed by online students was highly regarded. We think this explains the lower need by online students (cohort e) for ‘Sample Exam Questions and Solutions’. This service is effectively supplied by 4 hour average email turnaround, 24/7, which often means 15 minute turnaround during RMIT business hours. Our previous research also reported that some RMIT on-campus students with experience of 100% online courses would prefer this type of online email service instead of a tutorial once a week. These tutorials cannot answer all sample exam questions that each individual student in the tutorial may want. This could explain why RMIT on-campus students (a) ranked this service 3rd top priority.

The ‘Email Response Rate From Staff’ service is ranked less important by Informatics (cohort c) and RUV (cohort f) students (12th, 11th) than by AVU (cohort g) students (7th). We note that the Informatics and RUV students have more F2F contact with staff than the AVU students do. The same service is ranked more important to RMIT on-campus students (cohort a) and online (OLA) students (cohort e) than to the AVU students. Certainly the AVU students have more F2F contact with staff than the online (OLA) students do. But RMIT on-campus students have more F2F contact again. However, RMIT on-campus students appear to believe that they have insufficient staff contact, and some of these students prefer email to tutorials, as noted above. So our evidence indicates that the importance to students of the ‘email response rate from staff’ service is inversely proportional to the amount of F2F contact with staff. RMIT online staff (cohort i) ranked this service as top priority (1st), far higher than any other cohort. We think this is explained by their pride in delivering a responsive service, 24/7, as noted above.

Interviews

In section 3.1 we noted a strong correlation between the priorities of Informatics students (cohort c) and OLA students (cohort e). We attributed this to their similar profiles (mature age, independent learners, with more full time workers than other cohorts, particularly workers in the IT industry). To test this conclusion we interviewed five (5) Informatics students and five (5) OLA students. We found that both cohorts appear to have chosen to enrol in educational institutions outside the narrow, conventional meaning of ‘university’ as understood by these cohorts. Their reason is that a more flexible educational institution suits their maturity, independence and work place situation, ie. their profile.

In section 3.1 we also noted a strong correlation between RMIT on-campus staff (cohort h), OLA students (cohort e) and RMIT on-campus students (cohort a). The latter correlation is expected, but the former could suggest that the surveyed RMIT online staff (cohort i)are less in touch with their students. However we pointed out that all RMIT online staff are also on-campus staff, whereas relatively few RMIT on-campus staff are also online staff. We thought survey responses from staff that teach both online and F2F (on-campus) may be confused. To test this, we interviewed three (3) staff who teach both online and on-campus at RMIT. Each staff member submitted two surveys, one from their online perspective and the other from their on-campus perspective. On further questioning, it was confirmed that the latter perspective had been ‘coloured’ by their online teaching experience. The strong correlation between RMIT on-campus staff and OLA students (cohorts h and e) should therefore be discounted.

We reported at the end of section 3.1 that the only correlation for the Taylors (cohort d) students (Kuala Lumpur) is with the Informatics (cohort c) students (Singapore). We conjectured this could be due to either an ‘Asian’ preferred learning style or similarities in the profiles of both cohorts. We were not able to directly interview Kuala Lumpur students. So to investigate further we emailed the three (3) Taylors staff who earlier completed surveys. We asked how well their students fitted the Informatics student profile. Responses confirmed that a significant number of Taylors students do not fit the Informatics profile. Further research is needed into the possibility of an ‘Asian’ preferred learning style, or even to collect evidence of a learning style shared by Taylors and Informatics.
Conclusion

Our evaluation study of degree and diploma IT courses delivered via a range of mixed modes has utilised a ranking survey distributed en mass to students and staff, a selective follow-up open ended interview, and supplemental investigation of student and staff cohorts’ characteristics. We consider this combination of evaluation tools provides quantitative results (via ranking survey), deeper insight (via interview) and confirmation / rejection of assertions / conjectures (via investigations). Our findings are reported in section 3. Discussion of the main results in section 4 leads to our conclusions below.

An overview of the priority ranking of services (aspects of learning) by the various cohorts above can be seen in many cases to be inversely proportional to the availability of a service. For example, if ‘Text Books’ are unavailable, this service is ranked highly. If ‘Text Books’ are readily available, this service is ranked much lower. This can be used to market the appropriate mix of online (off-campus) / F2F (on-campus) to a potential client educational institution, based on the availability of their services and resources.

The strong correlation between the priorities of the Informatics and OLA cohorts (c and e) in section 3.1 suggests to us that almost 100% F2F (on-campus) courses (eg. Informatics) and 100% online (off-campus) courses (eg. OLA) can equally suit mature age, working, independent learners. This supports marketing less expensive online courses as equally meeting the evident needs of this student profile.

A more tenuous conclusion, based on the strong correlation in section 3.1 between the priorities of Informatics and RUV cohorts (c and f), is that less mature, less independent learners can equally be catered for by 50% online (on-campus) courses (eg. RUV) instead of more expensive 100% F2F (on-campus) courses (eg. Informatics). We note no such correlation between Informatics and AVU cohorts (c and g), so we would not support increasing online delivery to 75% (as for AVU) for less mature, less independent learners.

In sections 4.1 and 4.2 we discussed evidence raised in section 3.1 of different preferred learning styles for ‘Asian’ and ‘African’ student cohorts. The possibility that this difference is culturally based deserves further research. If further support eventuates, cultural considerations can be factored into the marketing of the most appropriate mix of online (off-campus) / F2F (on-campus) for a potential client educational institution.
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